HWSNA
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Historic West Side Neighborhood Association
3rd Quarter 2014

NEXT MEETING
THURSDAY, OCT. 23RD
7PM @ Douglas Ave. United
Methodist Church
501 S. Douglas Avenue
in Shepherd Hall

During this meeting

Meet The Mayoral
Candidates
Join others in the neighborhood to ask
questions of the individuals running for
Mayor of Springfield. This is your
chance to engage with the potential future leaders of Springfield. Their ideas
and solutions to some of the city’s more
pressing issues will be discussed, as
well as any questions presented by the
audience. Please take this opportunity
to participate in local government. We
hope to see you at the meeting!

Meet The Mayoral

High Accident Intersection
signs removed

Candidates

Other proposals are in the works now
that the audit on the Lawrence/
MacArthur and Lawrence/Walnut intersection audit has been completed.
The “High Accident Intersection “
signs have been removed. Incremental work is being done to help with
the traffic flow. Come to the meeting
if you wish to learn more about what
the city plans for the intersections.

"Get answers from
the people running for
Mayor of Springfield"

HWSNA
Neighborhood Sign
The neighborhood sign toppers which
were partially funded by the grant
HWSNA received from the Ward 6
Revitalization Fund ARE INSTALLED. Take a look and see what
you think. More details can be found
on the website at.
WWW. HWSNA.ORG

What is the HWSNA?
The Historic West Side Neighborhood
Asssociation was established in the 70’s
to fight zoning changes that altered the
residential character of the neighborhood.
In 1983, the HWSNA convinced the city
council to “down zone’ the entire area
to an ‘R-3,’ single-family zoning classification to stem the increasing conversion
of homes into commercial use and multifamily rental housing. Since then, the
HWSNA has been a steady voice before the city council to maintain our area’s
residential character. Your support helps
our neighborhood be safe and friendly.

Neighborhood Police Officers

In an emergency
NPO - Jonathan Wingerter:
CALL 911

NPO - Jennifer Howard:
CALL 652-2255
CALL741-4782
jennifer.howard@cwlp.com jonathan.wingerter@cwlp.com

Application/Renewal form - Cut here and mail this portion

The HWSNA is a not-for-profit organization
Your support is very important to us!
Membership costs per year - Household $20 Senior $10 Tenant $10
_____Yes, I’d like to be a member of the Historic West Side Neighborhood
Association and support its goals of neighborhood preservation.
_____I currently support the HWSNA and would like to renew my membership.
Name_________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________
Telephone___________________E-mail _____________________________________

Make checks payable to:
Historic West Side Neighborhood Association
Mail to:
Sharon Riffey, HWSNA, 1407 Mossman, Springfield, IL 62702

